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BUTCHERY
ESSENTIALS
*Subject to price and availability. Please call your butchery specialist for more information.

Venison

43175 Fresh Venison Saddle  
per kg £18.03

82501 Fresh Venison Haunch  
per kg £11.30 

87361 Fresh Venison Striploin  
per kg £33.66 

11277 Fresh Minced Venison  
1 x 1kg £8.53 

47384 Fresh Diced Venison  
1 x 1kg £10.22

£8.53
FROM

72577 Fresh Whole Pheasant 
1 x 10  £34.86  £3.48 each

55330 Fresh Pheasant Fillets 
1 x 4  £4.75  £1.19 each

£4.75
FROM

£2.84
FROMPheasant

Available Mid October

75995 Fresh Wood Pigeon Breast 
1 x 8 £9.62  £1.20 each

26161 Fresh Whole Pigeon 
each £2.84

Pigeon
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Because our poultry has had time to grow slowly, reaching maturity 
naturally, the taste and texture has had time to develop further.
The fresh herbs we introduce really enhance the natural flavour of the 
meat giving it a greater depth and unique taste. Our chickens are truly 
free to roam outside and make use of their natural instincts; being able 
to peck at the grass, find and eat insects, dust bathe and soak up the 
sunshine…. Or the rain! They live in mobile huts in small flock sizes, are 
hand-fed and bedded up daily with fresh straw.
Fresh herbs are put in custom made miniature hay racks in the bird’s 
fields where they are free to peck away at them at their will. All the herbs 
are a by-product of Herbs Unlimited and are either trimmings or herbs 
that have simply gone past their best and would otherwise end up on a 
compost heap.
Pecking through the herbs keeps the birds occupied and stimulated 
resulting in happy and extremely healthy birds. Furthermore, the herbs 
provide additional nutrients to their diet on top of the additive free cereal 
based feed they get from a local mill.
By using this waste, Herb Fed is not only contributing to our bird’s  
quality of life, but doing so in a way which is sustainable and 
environmentally friendly.

12531 Herb Fed Chicken Supremes 
ave 284-340g 
per kg £12.50

£2.62
FROM Game

£12.50

53006 Fresh Whole Partridge 
(available mid September) 
each £3.13

43922 Fresh Partridge Fillets 
(available mid September) 
1 x 6 £4.57  76p each 

48861 Creedy Carver Duck Breasts 
per kg £18.09 

68325 Fresh Mixed Diced Game 
1 x 1kg £9.38 

68156 Frozen Mixed Diced Game 
1 x 2.5kg £28.57  £11.43 kg

98926 Frozen Wild Boar Striploin 
per kg £27.65

18895 Whole Wild Rabbit 
each £5.53

Butchery Clearance Lines
4817 Frozen Bone Leg of Lamb 
per kg £8.77

626 Frozen Chicken Legs 
per kg £2.62

5380 Fresh Welsh Boned & Rolled  
Leg of Lamb 
per kg £13.99

£13.99




